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Conclusions s 
Computerizedd and computerized adaptive testing (CAT) consisting of 
polytomouss items for attitude and personality measurement were studied. 
Forr latent trait (0) measurement and CAT item selection Samejima's (1969) 
gradedd response model was used. Two main questions were studied. First, it 
wass questioned whether CAT was psychometrically equivalent to 
conventionall  testing. Second, the efficiency of CAT administration in 
comparisonn with conventional testing was studied. This dissertation 
contributedd to the existent literature by extending it with real data 
simulations,, simulation studies, and experimental real lif e studies on CATs 
consistingg of polytomous items. One of the studies combined a real lif e CAT 
studyy with a simulation study and thereby provided useful insights. Al l of 
thesee studies systematically investigated CAT efficiency. The experimental 
studiess consisted of large numbers of participants thereby creating sufficient 
statisticall  power. 

Besidess the studies on the main questions, two complementary studies 
weree done. In the first complementary study the quality of a simple initial 9 
estimationn (SIE) procedure was compared to a more sophisticated method 
basedd on maximum a priori (MAP) 9 estimation. The simple method was 
usedd throughout this dissertation. Therefore, it was relevant to see whether 
itt could be improved. In the second study CT and CAT administration was 
comparedd concerning aberrant response behavior. This was done by the 
introductionn of a method that uses the combination of Guttman errors, item 
responsee times, and item proposition lengths to detect aberrant response 
behavior. . 

Inn all studies CAT efficiency was studied by systematically manipulating 
CATT test lengths. When considering all results of the real data simulation, 
simulationn and real lif e CAT studies, the polytomous CATs generally could 
reducee test length to about 1/3 while remaining sufficient measurement 
quality.. Caution should be taken when considering CATs that reduce test 
lengthh to more than 1/3, because administration mode effects increased 
whenn CATs became very short. 

Forr reductions to about 1/3, the two real lif e CAT experiments showed 
thatt CAT administration generally did not result in substantial 
administrationn mode effects when compared with a conventional paper and 
pencill  test or a computerized test. No substantial administration mode 
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effectss occurred on 9 estimates and the relation of 0 estimates with an 
externall  criterion was not substantially affected either. 

Inn one of the real lif e CAT studies additional analyses were done to test 
whetherr carefully selected fixed length short forms could compete with fixed 
lengthh CAT administration. These analyses showed that CAT generally 
resultedd in better measurement quality and more efficiency. Therefore, CAT 
couldd be considered as a better means to increase test efficiency than test 
shortening.. Although CAT generally performed better than test shortening, 
additionall  analyses showed that CAT performed better for extreme 0 values 
whereass the fixed short forms performed better for intermediate 0 values. 

Ann additional study that compared the SIE method with the more 
sophisticatedd MA P method showed that both methods performed about 
equal.. Analyses that were done for specific intervals along the 9 scale 
showedd that the SIE performed better for more extreme G values, whereas 
thee MAP method performed better for intermediate 9 values. 
Inn chapter 6, CAT data was used to study a method to detect aberrant 
responsee behavior by the combination of Guttman errors, testing times, and 
itemm proposition lengths. This study indicated that most of the participants 
respondedd seriously to the questionnaire. An interesting result was that on 
bothh group and individual level generally a high correlation was found 
betweenn item response time and item proposition length, which indicated 
thatt most participants read item statements carefully. 

Thiss dissertation showed that CAT could be a useful method to increase 
testt efficiency. The presented studies indicated that CAT is capable of 
reducingg test length to about 1/3 of the original length. Moreover, when CAT 
wass compared to two sophisticated alternative methods for test shortening 
inn a conventional way (fixed order and fixed length), it was shown that CAT 
generallyy provided better results. 
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